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Technical Data

Project No. 986
Mileage 600 km
Color Guards Red Indischrot
Color Code G1
Interior Color Nomex
Drive LHD
First Registration 29.09.1992
FIN WP0ZZZ96ZNS470832

Price upon request
We will gladly support you with financing and leasing offers

This world's only factory Porsche 965 Turbo 3.3 Cup M001 Coupé is completely revised and restored in our workshop, it is more
exclusive than a 964 Turbo S! Driven in 600 km after restoration

The vehicle has the classic Indian red color with black RS fabric Nomex interior and an additional welded-in safety cage M003
analogous to the types 964 Cup or RS NGT.

This original 3.3 Turbo Cup, the only one in the world that has been modified by the motorsport department in Weissach, has a
subsequently installed factory performance increase to 355 hp using original Porsche exclusive parts.
The current delivery dates are analogous to the birth certificate.
A Classic Data report is available for the vehicle. Of course, this 964 has been road legal since the day it was first registered and is
delivered with a new TÜV.

Fin: WP0ZZZ96Z470xxx
Vehicle type: 964770 / 964 Turbo 3.3 Coupé Cup
Engine type/number: M30/69 S
Gearbox type/number: G50/52

The vehicle has the following individual equipment:
001 Carrera Cup
111 Austria version
220 limited slip differential
231 Yokohama tires

Car Description



Description (Cont'd)

388 racing shell left
403 Cup cast wheel
481 5-speed manual transmission
488 signs with German lettering
564 without airbag
656 Manual steering
659 on-board computer

Z- requests:
11581 without underbody protection
14881 seats/interior
M388 racing shell left
Interior like NGT+
M001 # Full leather interior is omitted
14882 The following standard equipment has been omitted:
Power steering, electric Window regulator, speaker suppression, antenna amplifier.
14883 Deleted: cassettes and coin containers, airbag left + right; Headlight range control, central locking, alarm system
14884 Deleted: fog lights in the front section, Radio Symphony, rear window wiper, additional amplifier, air conditioning
14885 Deleted: electr. Exterior mirror for mirror like Cup vehicle.
14886 3-point automatic belts front and rear are omitted, but harness belts like Cup Fzg.
14887 Roll bar like M001 - Matter

The vehicle has a 2 year warranty.

Please understand that a viewing is only possible by appointment - please email: mh@early911s.de or mobile: 0049 172 88 40
640.

We have a vehicle inventory of over 400 vehicles.

Errors and changes excepted.


